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London underground maps: art, design and cartography, by Claire Dobbin, Aldershot,
Lund Humphries, 2012, 136 pp., £35 (hardcover)

London Underground Maps: Art, Design, and Cartography collects and recounts the history of
the groundbreaking London Tube Map. Claire Dobbin intelligently focuses on the beautiful
maps, their stories and legacy. This rich and long history of high-style design evolved the under-
ground map into an iconic marketing and education tool, while straddling the complicated
tension between the need for geographic accuracy and concisely presented routes in a rapidly
growing transport system.

Dobbin briefly introduces the London Underground as a departure from the old steam
engines of the original Metropolitan line. The new underground was much cleaner and more
pleasant, but it also needed to be introduced to the public and its advantages had to be high-
lighted in contrast to the old and dirty ‘cut and cover’ Metropolitan line. The author quickly
gets to the heart of the book: a presentation of the maps, posters, and their creators’ stories.
In the early days of the underground, maps and a strong graphic identity were used to sell
the new underground to the public. The tube was progressive with its flat fare system that
did not acknowledge class or wealth. This communal ethos was expressed also in the whimsical
maps of MacDonald Gill, and those of Herry Perry who followed him, with maps of the under-
ground that appealed to all kinds of people, and depicted a London that every citizen could
relate to. These maps were used to persuade people to use the tube system during off-peak
hours, with maps cleverly titled the ‘Wonderground’ and pointing out leisure destinations,
such as parks. Posters and maps were designed as guides to ‘theatre land’ in Covent Garden
and ‘winter sales’ on Oxford Street to incorporate using the tube outside of the working
week for everyday and leisure activities. Gill’s maps depicted the tube as a lifestyle and part
of London’s chemistry. These posters and maps were like a cosmos of their own, full of specifi-
cally London anecdotes that appealed to a large audience then, and appeal to transport and map
aficionados now.

After MacDonald Gill and others’ amusing depictions of London and the tube system, more
innovative ideas were in store for the London Underground. Dobbin gives Harry Beck and the
Diagrammatic Tube Map its own chapter, and rightly so, as Beck’s map revolutionized the
transport map. This middle chapter presents much of the intellectual meat of the book, capitaliz-
ing on the previous historical account, and demonstrates the struggle of designing a London
Underground map in a concise, useful, and friendly way.

Beck reconceptualized the tube map, drawing on his engineering background, and his free
time due to a short redundancy in 1931, to create the tube map we see today, based on electrical
diagrams. Beck’s map made no indication of space. Instead it was a diagram of the path of travel
and its connections. Beck initially met with discouragement, yet he persevered and eventually
his diagram was deemed fit for purpose, convenient, and tidy, with no superfluous details
beyond the necessary information. Dobbin recounts the story of this new type of map, including
an anecdote that the map could be used during World War II because it presented no geographic
information that could fall into enemy hands.

Dobbin explains the graphic nature of Beck’s map, recounting that this same lack of geo-
graphic representation makes it difficult for use with bus systems. Also, some cities’ systems
cannot use the Beck style diagram, such as Manhattan, which has several overlapping
subway lines for express and local services. Different complexities of services can become
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muddled when translated into the electrical diagram style. Furthermore, Claire Dobbin explains
that Beck was especially skilled at this type of diagram, as others failed to provide a useful trans-
port map through the schematic style alone, offering neither clarity nor usefulness. Beck’s story
of the diagram for the London tube explains just how difficult it is to design a simple yet useful
map. The map’s adaptability, versatility, and its appropriateness for the London Underground
endure as a testament to Harry Beck’s skill.

In the final chapter of her book, Dobbin comments on the legacy of the long tradition of high-
style design for the London Underground Maps. This chapter explains how the London Under-
ground has become a brand, marketable through clothes, pocket guides, postcards, and publi-
cations. Unfortunately, this short and final chapter lacks the coherence and nostalgic punch
that the preceding Beck chapter had and dithers across a survey of the various art and maps
of recent years produced by London Transport, and the current agency Transport for London.
However, overall Dobbin’s book smartly focuses on a presentation of the beautiful maps, art-
works, and posters themselves, and this chapter is no exception.

The stories that Dobbin presents in London Underground Maps provide a resource for public
transport systems all over the world. Los Angeles’ fairly new system uses similar marketing and
graphic identity methods, including buses painted in bright colours, diagrammatic maps, and
cartoon advertisements. Similar campaigns can be seen in growing public transport systems
all over the world, including those of Hong Kong and Japan, which are highly successful.
London Underground Maps shows that in London, city with the oldest and one of the busiest
underground system in the world, the map itself became an iconic symbol of its citizens’ own-
ership of and pride in their city.

Brian Garcia
University College London
brian.garcia.09@ucl.ac.uk
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La modernización entre cafetales. San José, Costa Rica, 1880–1930, by Florencia Quesada
Avendaño, San José: Editorial de la Universidad de Costa Rica, 2011, 273 pp., US$20
(paperback)

How and why did the modernization process of San José start? This is the main issue dealt with
by historian Florencia Quesada in this persuasive study that examines the material and cultural
transformations of the city as well as the ideological context of urban representations and
modern aesthetics. It is a critical interpretation of the process of change and renewal that this
small, peripheral Central American city experienced at the turn of the twentieth century.

Quesada’s book is a convincing contribution to Latin American history. As she points out,
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries are a key period for the political centralization of
Costa Rica in which the San José bourgeoisie expressed moral and social values through the
renewal and control of urban spaces. Quesada’s study outlines some of the processes involved
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